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MMEx: MLDL2000 MBed Expansion - Abstract 

Introduction 

Today’s microcontrollers are extremely powerful as shown by MBED module and tools. The MMEx project uses the power of 

the NXP ARM processor and the MBED environment to expand legacy platforms that have only very little processing power 

and limited I/O. As an example, the HP41 calculator is used in combination with the MLDL2000, an existing expansion (for 

ROM emulation). 

The HP41 is a calculator, introduced by Hewlett Packard in 1978, and discontinued in 1987. At the time of introduction it was 

really more a portable computer than a calculator and supported an alphanumeric display, a magnetic cardreader, printer 

and many other possibilities for expansion and I/O. One of the main features was its capability to use plug-in ROM modules 

with application programs. A user community that already existed around HP calculators adopted the HP41, and discovered 

ways of emulating ROM modules with EPROM’s and RAM, and enabled machine code programming by users. Even today the 

HP41 is very popular. Calculators are collected and traded on Ebay, and a very active user community exists online, for 

example at www.hpmuseum.org. 

Several years ago a number of new possibilities for expanding the HP41 started to appear. One is the Clonix41, a small PIC-

based solution in a module housing. The other one was the MLDL2000, with USB connectivity and I/O possibilities. A new 

version of the MLDL2000 is proposed, which also includes the MBED module to give the HP41 even more powerful storage 

and I/O possibilities. The connection to the MLDL2000 also serves as an example for an SPI-based communication and 

application framework for the MBED. The MMEx implementation can be used on many other legacy platforms which have an 

SPI port available. 

What is an HP41 MLDL? 

MLDL is short for Machine Language Development Lab. Sounds cool and 80‟s 

high-tech, doesn‟t it? But what does it? The HP41 has a real processor (codenamed 

Coconut) and the architecture has two levels of programming: User Code and 

Machine Code (or M-Code). The latter is normally not available to end-users. The 

HP41 was probably one of the first portable computers, and its main feature was the 

possibility of expansion through its I/O ports for peripherals (cardreader, barcode 

reader, printer and HP-IL devices). 

Expansion of the HP41 system 

is usually done with (up to 4) plug-in modules or ROMs (for Read Only 

Memory). These contain either User Code or M-code (or a mix thereof). 

These ROMs could be produced by HP only, although larger groups (like 

the PPC user group who made the famous PPC ROM) could develop code 

and have it produced by HP.  

When details of the HP41 interface and the internal CPU became known 

(probably intentionally leaked by HP at the time) it was apparent that a 

ROM module could actually be emulated. Initially this was done by 

EPROMs surround by a handful of discrete logic, later by (battery backed) 

SRAM. An unused HP41 instruction was defined by the user community to 

enable writing into the RAM and the Machine Language Development Lab 

was born. It was now possible for end-users to write and test their own M-

Code with the various tools that were published in the user community and later burn it into an EPROM. 

The MLDL2000 (its individual PCB‟s shown on the right) is based on the same principle. Decoding of the bus is now done by 

an FPGA (actually a CPLD) instead of tens of discrete logic IC‟s. In 

combination with larger capacity memories and flexible USB interface 

controllers that are available today, the possibilities and flexibility is beyond 

any dreams that users may have had back in the eighties. Instead of physical 

ROMs or EPROMS, today ROM images are distributed over the internet, 

which can be very quickly programmed via USB in the SRAM or FLASH 

memory of the MLDL2000. The original HP ROM contents have been 

released by HP and are freely available at the internet. 

The MBED module allows a ton of additional possibilities, for example 

controlling the embedded flash disk, external USB thumb drives, a micro 

SD card, Ethernet and more. Wouldn‟t it be great to give all the MBED 

possibilities to the HP41? The CPLD in the MLDL2000 allows the creation 

http://www.hpmuseum.org/
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of an SPI interface that connects to the MBED. Software on the MBED interprets commands sent over SPI to do all its 

wonderful tricks, and this is called the MMEx, for MLDL200 MBED Expansion. 

The MMEx application on the MBED module was primarily created with the HP41 and MLDL2000 in mind. There is nothing 

that prevents any other legacy platforms with an SPI interface. The MMEx application can be easily adapted to function with a 

serial (RS232) interface to support an even wider range of platforms lacking today‟s interfaces like Ethernet and USB.  

MLDL2000 and MMEx Overview 

 

The design challenge 

A large part of the MMEx project already existed: the MLDL2000 for the HP41. New is the addition of the MBED module and 

its MMEx application. The biggest personal challenge was the work on six (seven possible) different platforms or  

programming environments, and the interaction between all these: 

Platform Language Purpose Development host 

HP41 User Code 
(FOCAL) 

User Code (also referred to as FOCAL) is the standard environment which 
runs on the HP41. It is easily edited on the HP41 and allows to quickly 
create test programs. It is not possible to implement low-level hardware 
access with programming in Mcode. 

HP41 keyboard commands 
 

Debugging by SST (Single 
Stepping) 

HP41 Mcode 
assembly 

Mcode  (Microcode or Machine code) is the HP41‟s low level assembly 
language run by its processor and it is the only way to access low-level 
hardware. Mcode allows unlimited access to the HP41 operating system. 
Mcode has strict rules for its structure for successful implementation in an 
emulated plug-in ROM (as supplied by the MLDL2000). 
For the MMEx project there was virtually no existing code, and most 
example programs had to be created from scratch. 

SDK41 on PC 
(DOS only) by Warren Furlow 

 
Debugging with the HP41 

Tracer and USB Logic Analyzer 

CPLD VHDL The logic for translating the HP41 external interface to is implemented in a 
CPLD. 90% of the code was already done earlier, the SPI interface had to 
be added. 

Xilinx ISE on PC 
 

Debugging with USB Logic 
Analyzer 

Host PC Free Pascal The Host PC runs software to manage and monitor the MLDL2000 and to 
enable up- and downloading of ROM images as well as programming the 
CPLD. Just prior to the MMEx project this was successfully ported from 
Delphi to Lazarus/Free Pascal to make it more portable to operating 
systems other than Windows. Currently only a Windows version is 
available. No specific adaptions for MMEx had to be made. 

Lazarus IDE on PC 
 

Debugging with built-in tools 
based on GDB 

MBED C++ The MMEx application runs on the MBED module and is written in C++. It 
gratefully uses several libraries supplied by other users (FAT File System, 
Networking, etc). The MMEx application was built from the ground up, 
complicated by the fact that I am not a C-programmer at all. An interrupt 
driven SPI Slave class was made for the core communication. 

MBED Cloud based compiler 
environment 

 
Debugging with own libabry 

(printf to console) 
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Hardware  The initial hardware design of the MLDL2000 was done with CADSoft 
Eagle. Due to the limitations of the free Eagle version (number of layers) a 
switch was made to the free DesignSpark tooling. Due to time constraints 
of the Design Challenge the schematic has been entered and for >95% 
verified on a breadboard, a completely routed design is not finished yet. 

DesignSpark 
 

Debugging by hardware 
verification (USB Logic 

Analyzer, voltmeter) 

 

Most of the development time went into understanding and programming the MBED. Not being very experienced in C (let 

alone C++) there was a steep learning curve. Experienced developers will find my code probably be very clumsy and 

inefficient. Especially my lack of experience with object oriented programming must be clearly visible, I have created only one 

custom class in the MMEx application. 

 

SPI Data Protocol for MMEx 

Seen from the MLDL2000 the MMEx operates almost like it has a command-line interface, it answers with a prompt when it is 

ready for commands. The prompt sequence is “>!” (§3E $21). When this sequence is seen, a command may be given. After the 

full command is sent, it must be terminated with a Carriage Return <CR> ($0D), and the MMEx can start processing the 

command. Characters are never echoed. After processing the command the MMEx will respond with the appropriate 

information (text or data), with or without error codes, and finally return with the “>!” prompt, to indicate that it is ready for a 

next command.  

The SPI data flow is full duplex in nature, meaning that data is being sent and received at the same time. When only writing or 

reading is needed, a slightly more defined protocol is needed. In this case $00 is used as a data word indicating that no data is 

actually transferred, but intended as a „filler‟. For example when sending a command to the MMEx from the MLDL2000, the 

MMEx will send $00 back, when it has nothing meaning full to send. This can also be used for polling for data in case the 

MMEx is busy with a command, and still has no data ready, in this case the MLDL2000 sends $00 to read data, and the MMEx 

returns $00, saying that data is not (yet) available. The value $00 is chosen as it is very easy to test for this value in HP41 

assembly language. 

Sending and receiving commands and ASCII data will usually work fine with this protocol, but transferring binary data is more 

complicated as zero‟s may be part of the valid data stream. A higher level protocol must defined and therefore the character „>‟ 
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is defined as an escape character to be able to transfer more detailed meta data. This also allows for easy recognition of several 

other conditions, such as errors, time-out, end-of-file, etc. In the case of text based data transfer the „>‟ is chosen, as it is 

available on the HP41 ALPHA keyboard. To send $00, simply transmit „>N‟ or „>0‟. To send (or receive) the „>‟ character 

itself, the sequence „>>‟ is used. 

Examples of commands that the MMEx understands are shown in the table below.  

 

Examples 

MMEx sends HP41 sends Description 

MMEx Vx.xx (send 0’s to read) Welcome message 

>! <CR> <CR> is sent, new prompt is the result 

>! ML 4 T <CR> LED 4 Toggle, this is executed 

>! MW<CR> New welcome string 

MMEx Vx.xx (send 0’s to read) No prompt, welcome string is sent, and then a new prompt 

>! FMU<CR> Mount USB File system, prompt returns when OK 

>! FO1WXTEST.TXT<CR> Open a file for write on USB with the name „TEST.TXT‟ on handle 1, but X is typed instead of 
U 

>E  Error is generated and the prompt appears again 

>! FO1WUTEST.TXT<CR> Error corrected 

>! FW1<CR> Write to file with handle 1, a prompt is returned 

>! ABCDEFGH>>IJ<CR> String written:  ABCDEFGH>IJ<CR>, note to write a „>‟ „>>‟ must be sent! 

  Note that the <CR> will be in the file! 

 KLMNOPQ>F String written: KLMNOPQ, „>F‟ indicates <EOF>, or end of our write, prompt will return 

>! FC1<> Close file with handle 1 

>! FO4RUTEST.TXT<CR> Open the previous file, now for read with handle 4 

>! FR45<CR> Read 5 bytes from the file with handle 4, no prompt appears 

  In case of an error here, „>E‟ will be sent with a prompt 

ABCDE (send 0’s to read) 5 bytes sent and then the prompt 

>! FR40<CR> Read all bytes (until stopped by HP41), the 0 may be omitted 

FGH>>IJ<CR>KLMN
OPQ>F 

(send 0’s to read) Rest of the file is sent, until end-of file, as indicated with „>F‟, followed by prompt. 
Data may be interrupted by sending „>F‟ instead of zeroes, but the HP41 should read until it 
sees the prompt  or „>F‟, as more data may still be in the MMEx buffers.  

>!  Prompt returns 

>! PS1UTEST.TXT<CR> Set Parameter 1 to “UTEST.TXT” 

>! F O 1 R >1 <CR> Will be executed as “FO1RUTEST.TXT”, >1 is substituted by “UTEST.TXT” 

   

  When reading data, always send $00‟s! 

   


